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Almost, Maine storms its way onto 1st Stage in Tysons.
This work is not part of the mainstream consciousness of our theatre world, but this production has
exploded into the Metro area with a fabulous production. Michael Chamberlin directs his cast as a fine
artist would draw or paint a masterpiece. His cast is directed as mere colors off his pallet as his show
lays down the foundation. Then he has his actors brush in shades of all the nuances of love with all the
vibrancy or subtleness he wishes. A truly excellent work is Almost, Maine. I recommend this play to all.
Steven Royal designed an intimate set. I loved it! Steven and Michael created an acting area small and
intimate, allowing the audience to seemingly be a part of the play. A very nice use of snow was used
here as well. The costumes, by Levonne Lindsay were perfect for each of the characters and the
actors quick changes worked very well. I had no issues with who the characters were. Lighting was
designed by Brian S. Allard. Brian created some bright and darker moments and moods with his
lighting. The Northern Lights were very, very well done.

Performing in Mr. Chamberlin’s masterpiece are: Jessica Shearer, Elliott Kashner, Jonathan Lee
Taylor and Megan Dominy. I would like to state that it’s hard to point out any one of this cast as being
the lead or supporting. This is truly a play with four leads, four supporting cast members and four
featured actors. No cameos though. These groups of four are truly gifted craftsmen and craftswomen
in the art of performance. I found myself totally in their control as they quickly developed each of their
characters and I could see the enjoyment they were having playing them. I thank you all for your hard
work and personally would love to work with you at some time in the future.
Having given all these accolades, I would like to say I wouldn’t turn my back on someone who just told
me she killed her husband. Nor would I leave out the excitement of coming back to the person I should
never have left. Maybe I’d make sure the audience knew whether I fell down on purpose or if it truly
was falling “in love” and it was a surprise to me as well. Also, I might explore the escalation of anger in
the breakup on ice as well, but not too much.
Almost, Maine is a true delightful story. Performed and directed with love, talent and with a complete
sense of theatre in the round. I was so very entertained. Thank you 1st Stage of Tysons for selecting
this play. I also love the chocolate raisins at intermission!
The show runs about 2 hours, but you’ll want it to go on and on.

